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An important and often-quoted literary figure, the English poet Christina Rossetti (1830–1894)
wrote some of the most beautiful and voluptuous poetry in the English language. Like Emily
Dickinson, she lived in self-imposed isolation, writing of God and lost love with a sensuality and
passion that seemed to emanate from the soul.This edition of 53 works combines a number of
her best-known sonnets, ballads, and shorter lyrics with her long masterpiece, the narrative
fable Goblin Market. A haunting fairy tale in verse, Goblin Market was once labeled a children's
poem, yet its intricate symbolism and themes of temptation, sin, and redemption mark it for an
adult audience. Among other works included in this choice collection are "The Convent
Threshold," "Up-hill," "Cousin Kate," "Winter: My Secret," "Maude Clare," "No, Thank You,
John," and "After Death."



Goblin Market - Illustrated by Arthur Rackham Christina Rossetti: Complete Poems and Stories
(Annotated) Selected Poems (Dover Thrift Editions: Black History) Songs of Innocence and
Songs of Experience My Last Duchess and Other Poems (Dover Thrift Editions: Poetry)
Selected Poems (Dover Thrift Editions: Poetry) Lamia, Isabella, The Eve of St Agnes and Other
Poems: Penguin Pocket Poetry (Penguin Clothbound Poetry) The Charge of the Light Brigade
and Other Poems (Dover Thrift Editions: Poetry) Lyrical Ballads and other Poems by Samuel
Taylor Coleridge and William Wordsworth (Also contains Their Thoughts On Poetry Principles
and Secrets): Collections ... Dungeon, The Nightingale, Dejection: An Ode The Tower: Penguin
Pocket Poetry (Penguin Clothbound Poetry) Leaves of Grass English Romantic Poetry: An
Anthology (Dover Thrift Editions: Poetry) English Victorian Poetry: An Anthology (Dover Thrift
Editions: Poetry) Jabberwocky and Other Nonsense: Collected Poems (Penguin Classics
Hardcover) The Metamorphoses Sonnets from the Portuguese and Other Poems (Dover Thrift
Editions: Poetry)



Sunny, “Okay. Expectedly okay”

Arlene Burke, “Beautiful little booklet. Pretty as its cover. This book has poems I've never seen
or heard of.  I found a stunning book plate for it.  Should make it less stealable!”

stella ormai, “Imaginative idea. Inexpensive for good book”

Ishtar, “Excellent. I remember reading Goblin Market for class at my university for British
Literature. It was one of the best peoms I have ever read in that class. The imagery is fantastic
and passionate.When I found out that Goblin Market was published in this book, I was
overjoyed. The other peoms were really delightful and really fit in with Goblin Market. Many of the
peoms have religious and feminine themes in them, but are simply amazing. It's worth reading at
least once.”

Jessica Scott, “Love love love!!!!. Love this book series penguin clothbound classics beautiful
books and great stories!!!!”

Tonja Drecker, “Goblins and more. The poems are lovely and interesting to read.”

Mikki, “It's quite lovely. I love the poem 'The Goblin Market' so I picked up this book and got more
than I expected. For the price I was really surprized by the quality. It's a great size to tote about if
you want. You can tuck into your purse and the fabric cover gives it that old feeling (it's really
tactile) even though it's new. It really is a lovely thing.”

Lyndee H, “Beautiful edition of beautiful poetry. I am proud to add this pretty little book to my
book collection- Rosetti's voice is a rare gem in the primarily male-dominated poetry of the 19th
century and Penguin did well to bring it to the fore in their collection of clothbound books.”

Fred Beake, “Lovely Book. A beautifully produced and very solid hardback with a very
reasonable selection of poems. The friend I bought it for loves it and likes the fact it is small
enough to carry round and read from time to time in odd places.”

ThatTeen, “Very good. Such a good poem collection, the material of the hardcover has worn on
the corners but thats due to very good usage. Shes an amazing poet with a tendancy to write
long poems but they are worth a read!The paper back version has more poems in than the hard
cover.”

The book by Valetta Steel Crumley has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 313 people have provided



feedback.
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